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ABSTRACT
In head and neck oncology, the information provided by positron emission tomography (PET)/CT and MRI is often
complementary because both the methods are based on different biophysical foundations. Therefore, combining diagnostic
information from both modalities can provide additional diagnostic gain. Debates about integrated PET/MRI systems have
become fashionable during the past few years, since the introduction and wide adoption of software-based multimodality
image registration and fusion and the hardware implementation of integrated hybrid PET/MRI systems in pre-clinical and
clinical settings. However, combining PET with MRI has proven to be technically and clinically more challenging than initially
expected and, as such, research into the potential clinical role of PET/MRI in comparison with PET/CT, diffusion-weighted
MRI (DW MRI) or the combination thereof is still ongoing. This review focuses on the clinical applications of PET/MRI in head
and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC). We first discuss current evidence about the use of combined PET/CT and DW
MRI, and, then, we explain the rationale and principles of PET/MR image fusion before summarizing the state-of-the-art
knowledge regarding the diagnostic performance of PET/MRI in HNSCC. Feasibility and quantification issues, diagnostic
pitfalls and challenges in clinical settings as well as ongoing research and potential future applications are also discussed.

Pre-therapeutic work-up of head and neck squamous cell
carcinoma (HNSCC) requires clinical evaluation, panendoscopy with biopsy and cross-sectional imaging.1–3 Crosssectional imaging is indicated to provide accurate staging at
the time of diagnosis. This may be achieved using a variety of
imaging modalities, including contrast-enhanced CT
(CECT), MRI with or without diffusion-weighted (DW)
sequences (DW MRI), ultrasonography with or without
ﬁne-needle aspiration cytology (FNAC), positron emission
tomography (PET)/CT or a combination of these
techniques.
During recent years, the technology for both PET/CT and
MRI has evolved steadily, resulting in increased image
quality, robustness and rapidity of acquisition. By providing
combined metabolic and morphological information, PET/
CT has signiﬁcantly improved diagnostic and prognostic
information in HNSCC, thereby facilitating patient management.1,2 Clinical MRI has evolved towards higher ﬁeld
strengths (3 T), faster sequences, whole-body imaging, as
well as functional imaging capabilities, including DW MRI
and perfusion imaging.4–10 Despite all these technical
advances, considerable expertise is required for the diagnostic
interpretation of head and neck imaging studies because of

the complex regional anatomy, the variable appearance of
primary and recurrent tumours and functional phenomena
mimicking disease.
Since information provided by PET/CT and MRI is complementary in many clinical situations, it seems to make
sense to combine the two modalities. From a technical point
of view, the integration of PET with MRI in one imaging
system has proven to be quite complex. However, the ﬁrst
software algorithms for multimodality data fusion and a ﬁrst
generation of hybrid PET/MRI systems are now available for
clinical use. Consequently, the discussion about integrated
PET/MRI systems has become fashionable, and an initial
euphoria has been generated about potential applications
of this new hybrid technology in oncological imaging
and especially in the head and neck.11,12 To date, however,
facts and scientiﬁc data assessing the clinical usefulness of
hybrid PET/MRI systems remain scarce, and it appears difﬁcult to assess where PET/MRI may be preferable over PET/
CT, DW MRI or the combination of these two powerful
modalities. The purpose of the present article is to summarize current evidence about the combined use of PET/CT and
MRI in HNSCC, to explain the rationale and principles of
PET/MRI data fusion and to review the existing knowledge
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regarding the performance of hybrid PET/MRI in clinical head and
neck oncology.
CURRENT EVIDENCE ABOUT POSITRON EMISSION
TOMOGRAPHY/CT IN HNSCC
PET/CT has established itself as a robust, rapid and reliable
technique providing reproducible data even in patients with
limited cooperation. Acquisition of a total body CTscan takes only
a few seconds and allows unparallelled detection of pulmonary
nodules as well as a complete overview of all anatomic regions. The
combination of PET and CT is highly synergistic, resulting in increased sensitivity and speciﬁcity for tumour staging as well as
effective patient management in clinical routine.13,14 The metabolic
information from PET radiotracers can be complemented by the
full diagnostic capability of CECT during the same session, although this may not be done in a majority of institutions.15
Positron emission tomography radiotracers and
quantification issues
PET radiotracers that can be used for PET/CT examinations in
HNSCC patients include 18-ﬂudeoxyglucose (FDG) for the
quantiﬁcation of glucose metabolism, 18-ﬂuorothymidine
(FLT) for the quantiﬁcation of tumour cell proliferation, 18ﬂuoroethyltyrosine (FET) for the quantiﬁcation of tumour growthrelated protein synthesis, as well as new tracers speciﬁcally designed
for imaging of apoptosis and epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR).2 The most commonly used PETradiotracer for HNSCC in
clinical routine is FDG. It is a glucose analogue that is taken up by
metabolically active tumour cells using facilitated glucose transport.
Because FDG is not a speciﬁc tracer for HNSCC, it may also become trapped in other cells with high glucose metabolism, including inﬂammatory lymph nodes, scar tissue or certain benign
salivary gland tumours, such as Whartin tumours.
Quantiﬁcation of tracer uptake is commonly performed in the
clinical setting using the standardized uptake value (SUV). The
SUV is a semi-quantitative metric deﬁned as the ratio between
the tissue radioactivity concentration (in megabecquerel per
kilogram) at a time t and the injected radioactivity (in megabecquerel) extrapolated to the same t normalized to body
weight (in kilograms) multiplied by a decay correction factor.16
As reported by several investigators, SUVmean and SUVmax metrics
are imperfect quantiﬁcation tools since they depend on a variety
of factors, including data acquisition and reconstruction protocols, selection of regions of interest (ROIs) for measurements,
statistical noise, partial volume effect and tumour size.17–19
Therefore, while the SUV derived from static whole-body images
is simpler and more clinically feasible than more rigorous kinetic
analysis, there are a number of approximations implicit in the use
of uptake ratios that may lead to variability and bias. Despite these
drawbacks, quantiﬁcation of tracer uptake by means of SUV is
widely used in clinical routine.
Positron emission tomography/CT for staging and
restaging of HNSCC
FDG PET/CT and SUV measurements have proven to be highly
accurate for the follow-up of HNSCC after radio-chemotherapy,20,21
allowing reliable exclusion of residual or recurrent disease.22–24
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Although the high sensitivity and high negative predictive value in
the treated neck are consistent ﬁndings in most reported studies, the
speciﬁcity and positive predictive value of FDG PET/CT can vary
substantially, leading to a considerable number of false-positive
assessments.25
In the T staging of primary HNSCC, most authors have reported
FDG PET/CT to be as sensitive as CT/MRI.6,14 Some authors,
however, have found PET/CT to be slightly superior to CT/
MRI,26,27 the reported sensitivity for oral cavity HNSCC being
96% for PET/CT, 85% for MRI and 78% for CT.27 Because
CECT and MRI have a superior anatomic resolution, current
practice is not in favour of routinely using PET/CT for the T
staging of primary HNSCC.14
Regarding the staging of nodal disease in primary HNSCC, FDG
PET/CT appears to be superior to conventional anatomic MRI
sequences.28,29 However, direct comparison with DW MRI is
still missing. Occult lymph nodes in the clinically negative neck
(clinical N0 disease) represent a diagnostic challenge for PET/
CT and MRI, as both techniques are not sensitive enough to
reliably detect subcentimetre metastatic nodes.15,26,30,31 In
skilled hands, ultrasonography has been shown to be superior to
CT and MRI because of its high spatial resolution and the ability
to routinely perform power Doppler and ultrasonography
FNAC.3 The superiority of ultrasonography FNAC over CT and
MRI is indisputable when dealing with small metastatic neck
nodes,32 and ultrasonography FNAC performs signiﬁcantly
better than any other imaging technique in the N0 neck.3,32
Nevertheless, it is important to realize that micrometastases, which
may occur in up to 8% of all N0 necks, are beyond detection by any
currently available imaging modality.3 Several authors have shown
that FDG uptake will increase signiﬁcantly over time in lymph
nodes harbouring metastatic cancer lesions, whereas inﬂammatory
neck nodes tend to show a decreased or stable FDG activity over
time.33,34 However, as recently shown, the use of dynamic PET/CT
examinations performed between 60 and 115 min after injection of
FDG does not allow correct identiﬁcation of those patients in
whom elective neck dissection should be performed.35 Therefore,
most authors currently agree that FDG PET/CT, CECT, MRI or
ultrasonography FNAC are not reliable enough to exclude lymph
node metastases in the clinical N0 neck.35,36
There is general agreement that FDG PET/CT is the method of
choice to detect distant metastases and synchronous tumours.30,37
In locally advanced disease and in patients with N2 or N3 necks,
PET/CT may reveal distant metastases and second primary
tumours in up to 14% of cases.38 However, false-positive assessments have also been reported in up to 25% of patients.14
The utility of PET/CT to identify unknown primary tumours in
patients with metastatic neck nodes has been demonstrated by
several reports,14,39 and PET/CT may be currently recommended
early in the work-up of these patients.14
Positron emission tomography/CT for
radiotherapy planning
Last but not least, with the emergence of new high-precision
radiotherapy techniques, such as intensity-modulated radiation
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therapy (IMRT), three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy (3DCRT) or proton beam therapy, PET/CT may play an important
role in radiation therapy planning, although contouring the
outline of the tumour or metastatic lymph nodes applying
PET/CT, the so-called “dose painting”, is still one of the most
challenging and controversial issues in radiation therapy
planning.14,30,40 Because changing the PET window level can lead
to over- or underestimation of the target volume, several groups
have suggested different methods for tumour volume contouring,
such as normalized volumes according to liver uptake, arbitrary
SUV thresholds, 50% of tumour SUVmax values, institutional
contouring protocols and gradient-based methods.14
CURRENT EVIDENCE ABOUT MRI IN HNSCC
Despite the advantages and popularity of PET/CT, there are some
shortcomings in the use of CT as the complementary anatomical
imaging modality. First of all, CT adds radiation dose to the
general examination,41 particularly when used in a full diagnostic
mode. Second, CT provides relatively poor soft-tissue contrasts
especially when using low-dose PET/CT acquisition protocols or
when intravenous contrast material is not administered.
Utility of morphological MRI sequences in HNSCC
MRI has been shown to be superior to CT for obtaining excellent
soft-tissue contrast and for providing images of good quality even
in the presence of dental hardware. Conventional MRI sequences
are also superior to CT for a variety of ﬁndings that inﬂuence the
therapeutic choice such as laryngeal cartilage invasion, invasion of
the skull base, perineural spread, detection of retropharyngeal
lymph nodes in nasopharyngeal carcinoma, extranodal spread
in metastatic neck nodes and vascular and lymphatic
invasion.4,5,42–44 The introduction of more reﬁned MRI criteria
based on the analysis of signal intensity and enhancement patterns after injection of gadolinium chelates has had a major impact on the assessment of deep tumour spread. In most HNSCCs,
the actual invasion of bony and cartilaginous structures is often
preceded by tumour-induced inﬂammation.45 In laryngeal and
hypopharyngeal HNSCCs, careful analysis of signal intensities on
T1 and T2 sequences has improved differentiation between tumour and inﬂammation: moderate enhancement after injection
of gadolinium chelates and moderately high signal on T2 indicate
tumour involvement, whereas high signal on T2 and strong enhancement correspond histologically to peritumoral inﬂammation.4 These diagnostic criteria thereby improve the
speciﬁcity of MRI for the detection of laryngeal cartilage invasion
without affecting its high sensitivity. In analogy, the same criteria
can be applied to the skull base or mandible.46 As suggested by
some investigators, differentiation of tumour from peritumoral
inﬂammation can also affect prognosis after radiation therapy.5,47,48
A moderately high signal within cartilage correlates with a less
favourable response to radiation therapy in glottic squamous cell
carcinoma (SCC), whereas a high signal on T2 does not affect local
control.47 It therefore appears that the differentiation of peritumoral inﬂammation from tumour on the basis of MRI signal intensity characteristics may have direct implications for patient
outcome after radiation therapy.46,47
Morphological MRI also appears to provide a higher accuracy
than FDG PET/CT in detecting residual and/or recurrent
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nasopharyngeal carcinoma at the primary site and, in the context of tumour restaging, the combination of PET/CT and MRI
seems to be superior to either modality alone.49
Principles of diffusion-weighted MRI
In addition to providing excellent anatomical detail, MRI has
the capability to evaluate functional parameters in vivo. DW
MRI is a functional MRI technique based on the assessment of
random (Brownian) motion of water molecules. In the presence
of biological barriers, such as ﬁbres, cell membranes and
macromolecules, the free displacement (diffusion) of water
molecules is impaired (restricted diffusivity). DW MRI enables
in vivo imaging and quantiﬁcation of the diffusivity of water
molecules. Images obtained with DW MRI provide a high
lesion-to-background contrast, thus outperforming conventional T2 sequences.50 Cellular swelling in stroke, increased
cellularity in tumours, inﬂammation and abscesses all lead to
a restricted diffusivity. However, restricted diffusivity can also be
seen in normal structures such as Waldeyer’s ring or normal
lymph nodes because these structures have high cellularity.50 On
the other hand, apoptosis and tumour necrosis can lead to decreased cellularity resulting in an increased diffusivity.7 A
drawback of DW MRI is the lack of anatomical information at
high b values because of suppressed signal in many normal
tissues.7,50 Therefore, DW MRI should not be interpreted alone
but in correlation with morphological sequences or by performing fusion of DW MRI and morphologic MR images (see
Pitfalls in hybrid positron emission tomography/MRI).
Quantification issues in diffusion-weighted MRI
Diffusion in biological tissue is quantiﬁed by the apparent diffusion coefﬁcient (ADC), which is independent of the strength of the
magnetic ﬁeld.51–54 Having measured at least two different b values, the logarithm of the relative signal intensity of a tissue is
plotted on the y-axis against the b values on the x-axis. The slope of
the line ﬁtted through the plots describes the ADC. This monoexponential ﬁtting represents a rough approximation of ADC and
is most often used in clinical routine.7,54,55 Multiexponential
models using several b values are more suitable for quantiﬁcation;
however, the acquisition of multiple b values increases scan duration.7,55 Mean ADC values (ADCmean) are commonly used for
the characterization of HNSCC. Nevertheless, tissue characterization using ADCmean values is not appropriate when the tumour
or the metastatic lymph node consist of both highly cellular and
poorly cellular or necrotic portions. To overcome this drawback,
one should perform ADCmean measurements in areas with high
cellularity, or one can use minimum ADC values (ADCmin).
Further factors that may limit the reliability of ADC measurements
include patient motion, image distortion due to magnetic ﬁeld
heterogeneity, artefacts caused by air–soft-tissue interfaces, slice
thickness and tissue perfusion. The effect of perfusion is more
pronounced with low b values. To overcome the limitations of
ADC measurements, the so-called lesion-to-spinal cord ratio
(LSR) can be used. It is a semi-quantitative measure calculated by
dividing lesion signal intensity by spinal cord signal intensity.56
LSR has been successfully applied for differentiating benign from
malignant lesions in lung cancer patients;56 however, it is not often
used in clinical head and neck imaging. Another approach to
evaluate diffusion and perfusion is to calculate and quantify
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intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM)-derived parameters such as
D (real diffusion of water molecules), D* (perfusion contribution
to signal decay) or f (perfusion contribution to the diffusion
signal).57–59 IVIM-derived parameters, in particular high initial f
values, have been shown to predict a poor prognosis in HNSCC
patients60 and may serve as potential biomarkers in the future. A
detailed discussion of IVIM-derived parameters is, however, beyond the scope of this article.
Despite the above-mentioned drawbacks, ADCmean measurements in HNSCC are often used in clinical routine. They have
been shown to be reproducible with good to almost perfect
inter- and intra-observer agreement.54,61 Although ADC values
cannot predict the histological grade in HNSCC, lower values
are observed in poorly differentiated lesions, whereas higher
values are seen in well-differentiated tumours.54,62
Applications of diffusion-weighted MRI in HNSCC
DW MRI has shown promising results for the nodal staging of
primary HNSCC for the assessment of tumour response and
prognosis after chemo-radiotherapy and for the detection of
recurrent disease.6–10 Although morphological MRI sequences
have a limited performance regarding the detection of nodal
metastases,63 DW MRI with ADC measurements allows detection of subcentimetre metastatic neck nodes.8 Nevertheless,
DW MRI cannot reliably depict nodal metastases ,4 mm.8
ADC values have also been shown to predict response to treatment: tumours and lymph nodes with lower ADC values are
more likely to have a complete response to radio-chemotherapy
than lesions with higher ADC values.64
Regarding the detection of recurrent disease in the treated neck,
DW MRI has shown encouraging results mainly in the larynx
and hypopharynx.10 However, no data are currently available on
the value of DW MRI for the staging of recurrent HNSCC
(restaging), in particular, as recent reports have suggested that
MRI and CT may grossly underestimate the extent of submucosal tumour spread leading to inadequate treatment in
many cases.65,66 Underestimation of submucosal spread in recurrent HNSCC is caused by post-therapeutic inﬂammation
with ﬁbrosis on the one hand and by the fact that recurrent
tumours show a different pattern of submucosal spread on the
other hand.65,66 Recurrent tumours typically display a multicentric recurrence pattern with widespread foci of undifferentiated tumour cells as compared with the rather
concentric growth pattern of primary carcinomas.65,66
PRINCIPLES OF POSITRON EMISSION
TOMOGRAPHY/MR IMAGE FUSION AND
HYBRID SYSTEMS
When interpreting two different modalities such as MRI and
PET from PET/CT, image fusion may be done either visually by
the interpreting radiologist or by means of software or hardware
fusion. Visual fusion implies that the reader assesses the two
modalities side by side on the computer screen and combines
the images in his/her mind during interpretation. Interpreting
images obtained on two different modalities side by side is time
consuming and logistically demanding. Although it has been
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suggested that side-by-side image interpretation results in diagnostic inaccuracy because of imperfect anatomical matching,11
there is no scientiﬁc evidence currently supporting this view.
The aim of software and hardware fusion is to provide a single
integrated image on which a colour-scale functional image
(PET) is superimposed on the corresponding anatomical
greyscale MR image (typically a contrast-enhanced T1 or T2
image). Fusion of PET and MR images requires volume data
coregistration from the two modalities. Multimodal image
fusion can be generated either by using computerized algorithms enabling coregistration of images obtained on separate
systems (PET/CT and MRI) or by hardware coregistration
achieved by the use of hybrid PET/MRI devices. Separate systems have the advantage of full temporal and spatial ﬂexibility
with independent use of the two devices. However, the challenges and inherent limitations of software-based image registration approaches in whole-body imaging motivated the
emergence of hardware-based approaches for multimodality
imaging.
Software fusion
Software fusion is technically challenging and can be classiﬁed
into two categories: rigid and non-rigid. Currently available
fusion software typically uses rigid transformation. In this case,
the high-resolution anatomical image (reference image)
remains stationary, while the low-resolution functional image
(source image) is transformed mathematically using geometric
parameters (resampled) to match the reference image.67 Rigid
registration may be appropriate for non-moving organs, such as
the brain, where the skull provides a rigid structure that preserves the geometrical relationship of structures. However, in
the head and neck, rigid registration is not always optimal because of different positioning or breathing. This may result in
erroneous interpretation of fused images unless each individual
data set is carefully evaluated. To minimize positioning and
motion-related misalignment between the two data sets, customized support devices and immobilizing masks may be used
during data acquisition whenever very high fusion accuracy,
such as for radiotherapy planning, is needed. Non-rigid registration68 is based on models accounting for the deformable
properties of soft tissues (elastic, ﬂuid or other deformation
models). These techniques have been used in the clinic with
a certain degree of success, but, in most cases, non-rigid image
registration can be challenging and, at most institutions, is not
used routinely for clinical procedures. In the near future, it is
expected that reliable commercial fusion software may enable
automatic correction of small differences in data sets caused by
breathing or changes in geometrical relationships between different anatomical regions due to positioning differences, in
particular in the head and neck area.69
Hybrid positron emission tomography/MRI systems
Recently developed hybrid PET/MRI systems allow PET and MRI
data sets to be obtained in the same session. The two separate
scanners are positioned in-line at a ﬁxed distance, allowing the
calibrated data sets to be overlaid with minimal error. Three types
of hybrid PET/MRI devices are currently available: simultaneous
PET/MRI, sequential PET/MRI and sequential PET/CT-MRI. All
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currently available ﬁrst-generation PET/MRI systems use standard clinical 3-T MRI scanners.
A simultaneous PET/MRI system consists of either a PET insert
located between the radiofrequency coil and gradient set of an
MRI scanner or a fully integrated and compact design with the
two subsystems in the same gantry, thus allowing concomitant
PET and MRI data acquisition.12,70–72 Because photomultiplier
tubes used in standard PET scanners do not function properly
within or near the strong static magnetic ﬁeld of MRI scanners,
simultaneous PET/MRI scanners use new detector technologies,
including avalanche photodiodes (APDs) and silicon photomultiplier tubes (SiPMTs). In addition, electronics are shielded
against the static magnetic ﬁeld, the changing gradients and
radiofrequency pulses. Such technology based on APD photodetectors has been implemented on the Biograph mMR hybrid
imager (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany), the patient
being thereby scanned only once.73,74 Because the coils needed
for head and neck imaging can contain ampliﬁer electronics
impairing PET image quality, surface coils for simultaneous
PET/MRI scanners need to be speciﬁcally redesigned. Another
challenge in simultaneous PET/MRI is to generate a reliable
attenuation map for attenuation correction. Although CT data
sets can be easily scaled and used for attenuation correction of
PET data since they correlate with electron density, MR image
signal intensities are not directly linked to attenuation properties
of biological tissues, as they originate from proton spin excitation. Therefore, various approaches have been developed to
transform MRI data sets into attenuation maps for PET.75 These
techniques fall into three main categories: segmentation, atlasbased and simultaneous emission/transmission scanning. The
ﬁrst class of techniques is based on segmentation of T1 weighted
or other special MRI sequences.76–80 Although methods for
MRI-based attenuation correction are still a ﬁeld of intense research, segmentation methods are being utilized clinically,76–79
while the two other classes of methods are still being explored
and developed.
In sequential PET/MRI systems, two separate PET and MRI
devices, located within the same room and positioned far enough
apart, use a common rotating examination table. The patient is
ﬁrst scanned on one device then the table rotates, and the patient
is then scanned on the second device in the same position. Data
sets are then fused for clinical interpretation.81–83 This system has
been implemented and is commercially available as the Ingenuity
TF PET/MR system (Philips Healthcare, Cleveland, OH). Because
of the distance between the two scanners, only minor modiﬁcations of PET detectors and MRI surface coils are necessary.
Attenuation correction maps are derived from a T1 MRI
sequence.84,85
The third option, implemented by GE Healthcare, consists of
a tri-modality system composed of a PET/CT and an MRI
scanner placed in two adjacent examination rooms with a transferable patient table that can be docked on either of the two
systems.13,86 PET/CT and MRI are performed sequentially, and
the patient is shuttled in the same position on the transferable
examination table from one room to the other. The acquired
PET/CT and MRI are retrospectively coregistered on a commercially
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available workstation. Images are then displayed as PET/CT,
PET/MRI, CT only or PET only.86 Although this system presents a higher risk for patient motion between the two
acquisitions, attenuation correction is done using CT (classical
CT-based attenuation correction).
PRE-CLINICAL AND CLINICAL DATA IN THE HEAD
AND NECK
Despite the initial excitement related to the implementation of
the ﬁrst PET/MRI scanners in a clinical environment, PET/
MRI is still in an early phase of development, and only very
few studies have so far addressed the clinical workﬂow, feasibility and optimized imaging protocols in the head and
neck.12,81,82
Clinical workflow and protocols
Distant metastases and second primary tumours can occur in
a considerable number of patients with advanced primary and
recurrent HNSCC.30,37 Therefore, imaging of HNSCC should not
be limited to the head and neck area alone but should additionally
cover at least the chest and abdomen. In most institutions, head
and neck cancer patients undergoing PET/CTare typically imaged
from the head to the pelvic ﬂoor. In PET/CT, a low-dose CT is
acquired ﬁrst, followed by a PET acquisition. Depending on institutional protocols, a dedicated total body or regional CECTmay
be additionally obtained. In analogy to PET/CT, several clinical
workﬂows have been proposed for conducting whole-body PET/
MRI studies. One approach is to perform a rapid total body MRI
sequence for attenuation correction (typically a T1 or a Dixon
sequence) and to obtain corresponding PET images on bed
positions covering the total body. This approach has the advantage of being rapid regardless of the scanner type used (simultaneous or sequential). The total PET/MRI acquisition time in this
approach is around 20–40 min. Nevertheless, although sufﬁcient
for anatomical localization of focal uptake, this approach is not
optimal for the pre-therapeutic evaluation of the head and neck
region, as it does not provide the required detailed morphological
and functional DW MRI information. In addition, the obtained
MR images in the chest are of poorer quality than those obtained
with low-dose CT (see below). The second approach consists in
performing a rapid total body PET/MRI and an additional full
diagnostic high-resolution MRI examination on certain bed
positions depending on the clinical situation. This full diagnostic
MRI with morphological and DW MRI sequences can be performed, in simultaneous systems, partly during the PET acquisition or, in sequential systems, during the required 60 min
necessary for tracer uptake and before the start of the PET acquisition. The simultaneous approach is more time effective than
the sequential approach because the morphological MRI can be
partially performed during the PET acquisition. Nevertheless,
even in the simultaneous approach, not all MRI sequences can be
acquired simultaneously with the PET acquisition. Whenever
a tripartite PET/CT-MRI system is used, the rapid total body PET/
CT is combined with dedicated high-resolution MRI sequences of
the clinically relevant regions. Finally, the third approach is to
perform a total body full diagnostic high-resolution MRI examination with dedicated sequences in addition to the total body
PET acquisition. This option is difﬁcult to implement in clinical
routine today because of the unacceptably long acquisition time.
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Various PET/MRI protocols for head and neck cancer imaging
have been proposed by different investigators, reﬂecting institutional preferences for sequences and imaging planes, ongoing
research protocols, as well as time-effectiveness issues.77,81,82
Because of cost constraints and limited patient cooperation necessitating a reasonable acquisition time, PET/MRI protocols in
head and neck oncology patients will continue to be a compromise between high-resolution imaging including DW MRI and
the minimum time lapse necessary for a correct and complete
diagnosis. Therefore, it appears desirable to develop standardized
PET/MRI protocols that are reproducible across multiple institutions; such attempts are currently made by a few research
groups. Last but not least, economic aspects must also be taken
into account. Owing to the limited throughput, especially when
the full diagnostic MRI potential is used, PET/MRI examinations
are likely to be more expensive than PET/CT scans.13
Feasibility
Recent studies have shown that PET/MRI is feasible in patients
with head and neck tumours on both simultaneous and sequential
systems.12,81,82 In a prospective study, Boss et al12 assessed the
feasibility of FDG PET/MRI in eight patients with head and neck
tumours. The patients underwent routine FDG PET/CT followed
by PET/MRI performed on a simultaneous hybrid prototype
system. No additional FDG and no gadolinium chelates were
administered for the PET/MRI examination. The total acquisition
time was about 40 min. MRI data sets showed excellent image
quality without recognizable artefacts or distortions caused by the
inserted PET system.12 Because of the higher resolution of the
PET component of the PET/MRI system in comparison with the
PET component of the PET/CT system, PET images from PET/
MRI had a superior spatial resolution and improved image contrast compared with images from PET/CT. The authors also
performed semi-quantitative analysis, including the calculation of
metabolic ratios for normal anatomical structures and for
tumours. The metabolic ratios were deﬁned as the ratio of the
uptake within the ROI and the mean cerebellar uptake. Boss et al
found an excellent agreement between metabolic ratios from both
PET systems with correlation coefﬁcients of 0.99 and 0.96 for
normal anatomic head and neck structures and tumours, respectively.12 As the prototype used in this study had a small
craniocaudal ﬁeld of view (only 19 cm), only tumours located at
the skull base or in the suprahyoid neck could be imaged. The
evaluation of lymph nodes below Level II, of laryngeal or hypopharyngeal cancers as well as of distant metastases and second
primary tumours was, however, not possible.12
In a review article,81 we have reported the feasibility of PET/MRI
in 221 patients who underwent sequential whole-body FDG
PET/MRI with full diagnostic MRI protocols for a variety of
indications. The MRI protocols included administration of
gadolinium chelates and DW MRI sequences. In 27 head and
neck oncology patients, PET/MRI was performed for staging or
restaging purposes or for follow-up after radio-chemotherapy.81
In 3 (11%) cases, PET/MR images could not be interpreted
because of motion artefacts and poor image fusion.81 Moderate
fusion quality was present in 4 (15%) cases, hampering the
assessment of normal-sized metastatic lymph nodes or HNSCC
,2 cm.81 In the remaining 20 cases (75%), image quality was
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good with excellent lesion conspicuity. Nevertheless, the reported total examination time was very long (3 h for the dedicated
head and neck and total body PET/MRI protocol).
Platzek et al87 evaluated the feasibility of PET/MRI in the initial
staging of 20 head and neck cancer patients and compared the
PET images from a sequential PET/MRI system with those
obtained on a stand-alone PET scanner. PET/MRI was performed after scanning on the conventional PET system using
a single FDG dose. PET/MRI of the head and neck region was
feasible on a whole-body PET/MRI system without impairment
of PET or MR image quality.87
In a prospective study performed in our institution, Varoquaux
et al82 evaluated the feasibility of sequential PET/MRI in 32 head
and neck oncology patients. All patients underwent whole-body
FDG PET/MRI with a dedicated head and neck examination
followed by whole-body PET/CT. The total PET/MRI acquisition time was 90 min. Two experienced observers, who were
blinded to clinical data, evaluated the anonymized PET/CT and
PET/MRI data sets. Image and fusion quality, lesion conspicuity,
anatomical localization of lesions, as well as the number and size
of benign and malignant focal uptake lesions were assessed. The
quantitative analysis included ROI measurements on both modalities for SUVs of lesions (in the head and neck and rest of the
body) and organs. PET/MRI coregistration and image fusion was
feasible in all patients initially included in the study.82 PET/MRI
showed equivalent performance to PET/CT regarding rating
scores for image quality, fusion quality, lesion conspicuity and
anatomical localization, number of detected lesions and number
of patients with and without malignant lesions.82 A high correlation was obtained for SUV values measured on PET/MRI
and PET/CT for malignant lesions, benign lesions and organs
(r 5 0.787–0.877, p , 0.001).
Quantification in hybrid positron
emission tomography/MRI
Despite much worthwhile research effort, quantiﬁcation is still
a hot research topic because simultaneous and sequential PET/
MRI systems both use MRI-based attenuation correction methods. However, as the tri-modality PET/CT-MRI system employs
classical CT-based attenuation correction, the challenges and
pitfalls related to MRI-based quantiﬁcation do not apply. A detailed discussion of ongoing research in the ﬁeld of MRI-based
quantiﬁcation of tracer uptake is beyond the scope of this article.
Nonetheless, performing PET/MRI examinations requires an
understanding of the clinically relevant technical issues. Although
several groups have demonstrated a statistically signiﬁcant strong
correlation between SUV measurements on PET/MRI and PET/
CT,71,82,88 it was suggested that SUVs of focal uptake and organs
might be underestimated on PET/MRI as compared with PET/
CT.71,82,88 Despite differences in study design and data analysis,
several investigators have reported that SUVmean for focal uptake
may be underestimated by 11–13% on PET/MRI in comparison
with its PET/CT counterpart, whereas SUVmax appears to be
underestimated by 17–20%.71,82,88 SUVs for normal organs (liver,
spleen and bone marrow) also appear to be signiﬁcantly underestimated by PET/MRI.71,82,88 As reported by our group, this
observed underestimation can result in a limited concordance of
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SUV measurements on PET/MRI and PET/CT.82 Differences in
SUVs measured on PET/MRI and PET/CT can be partially attributed to tracer kinetics, as, in all reported studies, PET/MRI
and PET/CTwere performed sequentially after the administration
of a single FDG dose. In the study of Drzezga et al71 and Wiesmuller et al,88 PET/CTwas performed prior to PET/MRI, whereas
in our study PET/MRI was performed ﬁrst. Therefore, the observed underestimation (similar range in all three studies) cannot
be explained by tracer kinetics alone.82 As MRI-based attenuation
correction ignores bone in contrast to CT-based attenuation
correction, the observed difference in SUV measurements appears
to be particularly pronounced in areas with large bony structures,
such as the pelvis and the head and neck.89 In addition, SUV
measurements in malignant tumours appear to be affected by
lesion size: the larger the tumour, the bigger the difference in
SUVs measured on PET/MRI and PET/CT.82 Further research is
required to better understand differences in SUV measurements
on PET/MRI and PET/CT observed in clinical series.
Pitfalls in hybrid positron emission tomography/MRI
Susceptibility artefacts, attenuation correction artefacts and
miscoregistration artefacts can hamper the interpretation of head
and neck PET/MRI examinations. Susceptibility artefacts occur as
the result of microscopic variations in the magnetic ﬁeld strength
near the interfaces of substances with different magnetic susceptibility. Susceptibility artefacts are commonly seen around
ferromagnetic objects as contained in dental restorations or
osteosynthesis material. Dephasing of spins and frequency shifts
in the tissues surrounding the ferromagnetic objects lead to spatial
distortion of the surrounding anatomy as well as to bright and
dark areas on MRI sequences. These artefacts are more pronounced at high ﬁeld strength (3 T vs 1.5 T), on gradient echo
sequences, with long echo train length and DWI sequences. Although metal-based restoration materials can degrade MR image
quality, they have an even stronger inﬂuence on CT image quality90 (Figure 1). As suggested by several authors, the observed
artefacts are in general larger on CT than on MR images, the size
of the artefact mainly depending on the composition of the ferromagnetic material used.90 A distinct problem is geometric distortion in DW MRI sequences caused by B0 susceptibility
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differences over the areas imaged. Although parallel imaging
techniques reduce geometric distortion, a certain amount of distortion cannot be avoided even with newer DW MRI sequences.91
Because of miscoregistration of the k space, the geometric distortion can be particularly well appreciated when b 1000 images
are fused with standard morphological sequences.92 In our experience, this diffeomorphic miscoregistration may result in erroneous interpretation of ﬁndings unless morphological MRI
sequences are carefully analysed (Figure 2).
Susceptibility artefacts also lead to a void signal on MRI,
resulting in wrong assignment of air attenuation coefﬁcient on
the corresponding MRI-based attenuation map. It has been
suggested to manually “ﬁll the hole” on attenuation correction
maps to partially compensate the bias in the estimated SUV
values. This most often leads to underestimation of SUV values
in PET/MRI.93 Nevertheless, it is important to point out that
artefacts generated by dental implants also have a major
impact on SUV values measured on PET/CT.94,95 In patients
with a metal tooth prosthesis, SUVs have been reported to
decrease by approximately 20% in the dark streak artefact
region and increase by approximately 90% in the bright
streak artefact region when compared with the artefact free
region.94 Using a PET/MRI-CT system, Delso et al96 have
reported on the feasibility of correcting dental streak artefacts
during CT-based attenuation correction using complementary MRI data.
Motion and respiratory mismatch between the acquisition of MRI
and PET data can result in anatomic miscoregistration. Even the
slightest degree of miscoregistration can cause diagnostic errors
with respect to precise tumour localization (Figure 3) or submucosal extension having a direct impact on tumour staging.
Careful analysis of data and comparison with morphological MRI
sequences are crucial in order to avoid this interpretation pitfall.
Diagnostic performance of positron emission
tomography/MRI in the head and neck
Only very few data are currently available regarding the diagnostic performance in terms of sensitivity, speciﬁcity and

Figure 1. This patient was a follow-up case of a squamous cell carcinoma of the floor of the mouth. (a) Axial positron emission
tomography (PET)/CT image shows streak artefacts from bilateral dental implants hampering interpretation. Tumour recurrence could
not be excluded on the basis of PET/CT. (b) Corresponding hybrid PET/MRI (PET fused with axial gadolinium-enhanced water-only
Dixon image) shows the absence of tumour recurrence. In this patient, PET/MRI is less affected by dental artefacts (arrows) than PET/CT.
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Figure 2. Hybrid positron emission tomography (PET)/MRI obtained for primary staging of advanced laryngeal squamous cell
carcinoma. (a) Fused T2 and b 1000 image (colour overlay) illustrate restricted diffusivity in the right Level VI region (arrow),
suggesting metastatic lymph nodes. Note geometric distortion of the overlaid b 1000 image in comparison with T2. Position of the
spinal cord (long dashed arrow) and T1 nerve roots (arrowheads) on b 1000. Position of the spinal cord on T2 (short dashed arrow). (b)
Corresponding fused T2 and PET show hypermetabolic thyroid nodule (arrow) and absent Level VI metastatic nodes. Ultrasonography
with fine-needle aspiration cytology and surgery revealed a benign thyroid nodule and absent Level VI metastases, respectively.

accuracy of PET/MRI in the head and neck.97–99 These data are
based on studies evaluating software fusion of PET and morphological MRI sequences obtained on separate scanners.
Nakamoto et al97 evaluated the clinical value of retrospective
image fusion of morphological MRI sequences combined with
FDG PET from a stand-alone PET scanner. The study comprised 65 consecutive patients with HNSCC; the standard of
reference was histology in 61 patients and follow-up in 4. The
sensitivity of MRI and PET/MRI was 98% and 100% for primary tumours, 85% for lymph node metastases and 67% and
92% for recurrent tumours, respectively.97 The authors concluded that PET/MRI software fusion might be useful in suspected recurrent disease, however no diagnostic gain was
obtained in primary tumours.
Huang et al98 compared the performance of PET/MRI software
fusion with PET/CT, MRI and CT for the assessment of deep
tissue invasion in 17 patients with advanced buccal SCC. No
DW MRI was available. Results were correlated with pathology.
The sensitivity and speciﬁcity of PET/MRI software fusion

were the highest among the four modalities (90%/91% for
PET/MRI, 80%/84% for PET/CT, 80%/80% for MRI and 55%/
82% for CT, respectively). As the level of diagnostic conﬁdence
was also highest for PET/MRI software fusion, Huang et al98
concluded that, in advanced buccal SCC, PET/MRI is more
reliable than PET/CT, MRI or CT for the assessment of local
invasion and for the delineation of tumour size.
Kanda et al99 evaluated the clinical value of retrospective image
fusion of MRI and FDG PET from PET/CT in 30 patients with
oral cavity and hypopharyngeal SCC. The authors compared the
performance of PET/MRI, PET/CT and MRI with histopathology regarding the T and N stage and found that the accuracy
for T stage for fused PET/MRI and MRI was similar but superior
to PET/CT (87% and 90% vs 67%, p 5 0.04). Regarding N stage,
the sensitivity and speciﬁcity for the detection of nodal metastasis on a level-per-level basis were 77%/96% for both PET/
MRI and PET/CT, compared with 49%/99% for MRI, respectively. The differences in sensitivity (p 5 0.0026) were
signiﬁcant.99

Figure 3. Positron emission tomography (PET)/MRI and PET/CT obtained for primary staging of squamous cell carcinoma of the
hypopharynx. (a) Axial PET/CT image shows a hypermetabolic tumour located in the posterior hypopharyngeal wall (arrow). (b)
Corresponding hybrid PET/MRI (fused PET and T2) shows poor data fusion due to patient motion. Note anterior displacement of the
PET image in comparison with T2, suggesting hypermetabolic base of the tongue–vallecula tumour (dashed arrow). True location of
the tumour in the hypopharynx (arrow).
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Diagnostic challenges
Despite the above-mentioned encouraging results, interpreting
hybrid PET/MRI studies in clinical routine constitutes a diagnostic challenge. Ideally, one would assume that the diagnostic
information provided by morphological MRI, DW MRI and
PET would be complementary, thereby resulting in a diagnostic
gain. Assuming that artefacts have been correctly identiﬁed,
false-positive and false-negative evaluations with morphological
MRI, DW MRI or PET may still occur. How should one deal
with discrepant ﬁndings between morphological MRI, DW MRI
and PET (Figures 4 and 5)? Should one rather “rely on” morphology, DW MRI, perfusion or PET? How can one prospectively identify false-positive and false-negative evaluations
with multimodality imaging? False-negative interpretations may
have catastrophic consequences for the patient, whereas false
positives will result in unnecessary medical procedures and high
cost. Only future studies including larger patient series can answer these questions. Although the issue of discrepant PET, MRI
and DW MRI ﬁndings is not new, hybrid PET/MRI has certainly
brought it to the forefront. In our own institution, we are
conducting a prospective clinical study to evaluate the performance of PET/MRI in head and neck oncology patients. Based
on our preliminary experience, whenever all data are concordant
(morphology, DW MRI and PET), the diagnosis is correct (either true positive or true negative) (Figure 6). However, in cases
with discordant ﬁndings on morphological MRI, DW MRI and
PET, we currently recommend endoscopic biopsy, image-guided
biopsy or close imaging follow-up depending on the clinical
situation. Combined SUV, ADC and perfusion measurements, in
particular for lesions interpreted as indeterminate, possibly
positive or possibly negative, may facilitate interpretation of
ﬁndings in the future; multiparametric quantiﬁcation could
ideally be complemented by a decisional algorithm. However,
for the time being, no such data exist.
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Figure 4. Hybrid positron emission tomography (PET)/MRI
obtained 6 months after radiotherapy of laryngeal squamous
cell carcinoma. Clinically, recurrence was suspected. (a) Axial
fat-saturated T2 shows diffuse oedema with posterior commissure involvement (arrow). No evidence of recurrence. (b)
Fused T2 and b 1000 illustrate absent restriction of diffusivity
(arrow). Normal high signal of the spinal cord and nerve roots
on b 1000. No major geometric distortion. (c) Fused PET and
gadolinium-enhanced T1 show increased 18-fludeoxyglucose
uptake (mean standardized uptake value 5 3.8; maximum
standardized uptake value 5 5.2) in the posterior commissure
(arrow) suggesting recurrence. Surgical biopsy and follow-up
revealed scar tissue.

One of the major potential disadvantages of PET/MRI over PET/
CT in head and neck cancer patients is due to the fact that MRI is
less sensitive than CT for the detection of pulmonary nodules.100
Appenzeller et al100 prospectively evaluated whether the performance of PET/MRI using the body coil is sufﬁcient from a diagnostic point of view when compared with standard low-dose
non-contrast-enhanced PET/CT regarding the overall diagnostic
accuracy, lesion detectability, size and lesion conspicuity. The
authors used an axial Dixon-based T1 weighted 3D gradient echo
sequence with a slice thickness of 6.8 mm. Comparison of PET/
MRI with PET/CT in 63 patients referred for a variety of malignant tumours revealed a statistically signiﬁcant superiority of
PET/CT over PET/MRI for the conspicuity of pulmonary lesions
(p50.016).100 The authors suggested that, for this reason, an
additional chest CT will probably still remain necessary for most
patients in the near future. Nevertheless recent data suggest that
PET/MRI may perform somewhat better in this respect.82
Results from our institution have shown that in head and neck
cancer patients PET/MRI may perform as well as PET/CT regarding lung nodule detection provided that a high-resolution
Dixon sequence (voxel size 0.85 3 0.85 3 3 mm) is obtained.82
Nevertheless, the reported data are based on a small number of
patients with a low prevalence of lung lesions; further studies in
head and neck cancer patients are therefore required to conﬁrm
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Figure 5. Hybrid positron emission tomography (PET)/MRI obtained 6 months after proton therapy and chemotherapy for
undifferentiated sinonasal carcinoma. Recurrence in the nasopharynx was suspected clinically. (a) Axial fat-saturated gadoliniumenhanced T1 shows a large nasopharyngeal mass (asterisk) with extensive destruction of the clivus (arrow) and central skull base,
suggesting recurrence vs radiation-induced inflammation. (b) Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) map reveals restricted diffusivity
(ADCmean 5 0.98) suggesting recurrence (asterisks). (c) Corresponding fused PET and gadolinium-enhanced fat-saturated T1 reveal
absent 18-fludeoxyglucose uptake (asterisk) suggesting inflammation. Surgical biopsy and follow-up revealed inflammatory tissue.

these ﬁndings. Our preliminary results in a larger patient series
(unpublished data) also show that although the conspicuity of
the lung lesions may be less good on PET/MRI than on PET/CT,
FDG avid lung nodules are equally well detected with both
modalities (Figure 7).
ONGOING RESEARCH AND POTENTIAL FUTURE
CLINICAL APPLICATIONS
Ongoing research regarding future clinical applications of PET/
MRI in head and neck oncology focuses on the evaluation of the

added value of this technique in comparison with the already
widely available panoply of diagnostic procedures. In particular,
future research involving larger patient series will show whether
PET/MRI outperforms PET/CT, MRI, DW MRI or the combination thereof for the detection of metastatic lymph nodes and
recurrent disease and for the assessment of treatment response. In
addition, combining quantitative parameters from DW MRI, PET
and perfusion may add diagnostic certainty and may also prove
beneﬁcial for an optimized and individualized treatment plan. A
particular challenge for future research consists in developing

Figure 6. Images obtained from the same hybrid positron emission tomography (PET)/MRI examination as shown in Figure 5. (a)
Fused b 1000 and gadolinium-enhanced water-only Dixon image show restricted diffusivity in the C2 vertebral body (arrow). (b)
Fused PET and gadolinium-enhanced water-only Dixon image illustrate increased 18-fludeoxyglucose uptake (mean standardized
uptake value 5 4.4; maximum standardized uptake value 5 6) in the C2 vertebral body (arrow). Similar findings were present in the
vertebral bodies of C3–C6 (not shown). The vertebral bodies had been included in the radiation portal. Nevertheless, bone
metastases were suspected. (c) Sagittal maximum enhancement perfusion map obtained by dynamic gadolinium-enhanced MRI
shows increased vascularization in the vertebral bodies of C2–C6 (in red) supporting the diagnosis of bone metastases. Bone biopsy
and follow-up confirmed metastases.
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Figure 7. This patient was a follow-up case of a squamous cell
carcinoma of the oropharynx. (a) Axial positron emission
tomography (PET)/CT shows metastatic mediastinal lymph
nodes (dashed arrows) and metastatic lung nodules (arrows).
(b) Corresponding hybrid PET/MRI (fused PET and gadoliniumenhanced water-only Dixon image and slice thickness of 2 mm)
shows similar findings. Metastatic mediastinal nodes (dashed
arrows). Lung metastases (arrows). Note that lung nodule
conspicuity is slightly better on PET/CT than on PET/MRI.

sequences with minor geometric distortion, faster high-resolution
MRI sequences and, last but not least, economic aspects.
SUMMARY
Although the integration of PET and MRI remains technically
complex, this new hybrid imaging modality holds promise because it can combine morphological, functional and molecular
information at the same time. We have discussed some of the
potential areas where PET/MRI may add diagnostic value to the
existing imaging modalities. However, further research is needed
to assess the true impact of this technique in HNSCC. Switching
clinical workﬂows to PET/MRI introduces a number of image
registration challenges, which were not of major concern with
conventional PET/CT scanners. These are linked to the additional artefacts within MRI, the range and number of additional
MRI sequences and the range of ﬁelds-of-view and orientations
of the acquired images. Despite remarkable technical progress
in imaging modalities, one must keep in mind that diagnostic
interpretation of imaging studies in the context of head and
neck tumours remains a challenging task. It demands a great
amount of experience and a profound knowledge of the anatomical and functional local changes that may be observed before
and after treatment. Because multiple non-invasive imaging
studies may sometimes provide contradictory or confusing information, sound clinical judgement is needed to indicate when
biopsy may remain the only guide towards correct treatment.
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diagnostic and therapeutic decisional algorithms based on multiparametric qualitative and quantitative information. The success
of ongoing clinical studies will also depend on technical issues, in
particular the development of improved quantiﬁcation algorithms,
motion and respiratory compensation software, robust DW MRI
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